
Collector Of Thoughts

The Forsaken

[Lead: Persson]

Never ending journeys through visions
A path - the trail of hollow minds
Dark lands beyond the unknown
The silence from nature embrace

Blinded by the science of man
Know your demise - your heritage
Constructed by words of ice
For belief - for trust - for redemption

The blind follow the blind
Enslaved by the flesh
Confront your subconscious truth
See the conduct of the saviours
See the reward of many faces
Know the truth - I am your past

I am the collector of thoughts
You cannot escape me...

The legacy of forsaken souls
A tomb of science - you are bound

You are slaves under the flesh
Slaves under your own minds
You cannot escape the panic
You cannot escape me - I am your mind

Prepare the shattered remnants of your life
Prepare the enslavement of your soul

[Lead: Holm]

[Lead: Persson]

Words from the deceiver's tongue
Words of ice - spoken by the blind
Follow the lead - follow the blind
Feed my birth - I am the seed of the blind

See your decay - your apathy
See the illusion transform
See the newborn rise
This is the dawn of a new age

Blinded by the science of man
Know your demise - your heritage
Constructed by words of ice
For belief - for trust - for redemption

The blind follow the blind
Enslaved by the flesh
Confront your subconscious truth
See the conduct of the saviours
See the reward of many faces
Know the truth - I am your past



I am the collector of thoughts
You cannot escape me...

I am the ancestor - the god of man
I am the science of man
I am your illusion - your fall
You know me - I am your mind

[Lead: Persson]
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